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Abstract
Technology has been advancing significantly over the years. One area that has been
affected is mathematics. Technological software has been developed that has allowed for
mathematics to be done using software programs. For example, WebAssign allows students to
complete online math homework and example practice problems, as well as watch videos to
explain topics in math. However, like all things, this is not without downfalls. While this
technology offers students access to online lectures and instant feedback, cheating and costly
expenses also come with it.
In this research paper, I will discuss the benefits and shortcomings of different
technological software in the area of mathematics in order to determine if it is helpful or a
hindrance to learning. I will also conduct surveys for students and professors to gather
information about their experiences with this software and their thoughts on its usefulness in
math courses. Finally, I will compile all of this information to determine whether or not
technological software is valuable to mathematical learning or if it has made people too reliant
on technology.
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Introduction
Mathematics has been used for thousands of years. While no one knows how or when it
began, it has been discovered that “every civilization that developed writing…[showed] evidence
for some level of mathematical knowledge” (Berlinghoff & Gouvêa, 2004). Over the years, the
role mathematics plays in civilization has advanced. In earlier years, math had been used for
counting, patterns, and other simple activities; but as technology has advanced, so too has
mathematics. Calculating machines, calculators, and computers have allowed for quicker
mathematical calculations and access to software to aid in the process. This technology has
infiltrated the education system, as software is starting to be used in more and more math
classrooms. Author George Couros once said, “Technology will not replace great teachers but
technology in the hands of great teachers can be transformational” (“Technology Services,”
2018). In this paper, I will explore technological software – specifically WebAssign and
MyMathLab - and their possible benefits and hindrances in mathematics.

Types of Technological Software Used in Mathematics
Educational software has been developed to aid in classrooms, for example with
projections onto whiteboards or pens that can digitally draw on the board, and allow for math to
be done online, for homework or assessments. This software provides “smart content, enhanced
communication, consolidation of data and information, and improved efficacy and efficiency”
(“Best Education Software,”, n.d.). Technological software is available for the majority of
educational areas. A specific type of technological software is online learning, also known as
course platforms. These platforms allow for online courses to be created with study materials,
quizzes, and videos that are able to track one’s performance and study behavior (“Best Online
Learning Platform,” 2020). Oftentimes, these platforms are incorporated into college courses.
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Software platforms often have courses in multiple different subjects, including -- but not
limited to -- biology, chemistry, business, statistics, and mathematics. Among the math
platforms, most contain homework systems that “allow problems to require mathematical
expressions and equations as answers as well as multiple choice or numerical answers”
(Smolinsky et al., 2018). Professors are able to create online courses and assign homework
assignments with specific problems relating to the material they are teaching in class.
Among some of the available technological software for mathematics are Udemy,
McGraw-Hill, MyMathLab, WebAssign, Skillshare, Thinkific, and WeBWorK. Some of these
systems have open supplies of available problems to be asked, while others contain questions
that have been copyrighted to specific textbooks from which the course is tailored for
(Smolinsky et al., 2018). While all of these programs were designed for essentially the same
purpose of allowing for online learning materials and courses, each has unique features that offer
a different experience for the user. This paper will explore WebAssign and MyMathLab in
further detail, examining how they work and the pros and cons of both, as well as determining
how math professors and students feel about their use in the classroom setting.

WebAssign
WebAssign is one of the top online learning platforms for mathematics. According to G2
– the world’s largest tech marketplace – WebAssign is among the top 10 online learning
platforms, based on reviews from users and aggregated data ran through an algorithm (“Best
Online Learning Platform,” 2020). Originally launched in 1997 by founder John Risley,
WebAssign was acquired by Cengage in 2016 (Cengage Learning, 2020a). Cengage is an
education and technology company that creates learning opportunities worldwide. Education
and technology companies are part of the EdTech sector (Built In, 2019). The purpose of
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EdTech is to introduce information technology (IT) tools into classrooms in order to create a
learning experience for students that is engaging and individualized.
WebAssign offers a customizable online platform for teachers to create assignments for
their classes in order to track individual students and their progress throughout a course. These
assignments can contain problems created by the professors themselves or problems from
textbooks designed for the course (Serhan, 2014). These questions can then be presented to the
students, often for homework assignments, and are able to grant a student multiple tries, also
known as submissions, to produce the correct answer. After a certain number of attempts, the
question may be randomized to create new numerical values to help prevent cheating. Professors
are able to customize this option, choosing to allow students multiple tries or only one try on
each problem. Figure 1 below shows how different submissions may be reviewed and
randomized.

Figure 1
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Professors using WebAssign for homework assignments in their classroom often have
more time to work on other material or offer help to students. When a student submits an answer
to WebAssign, instantaneous feedback is offered (JCE staff, 2009, p. 691). WebAssign grades
the questions as soon as they are submitted, saving the professor the trouble of having to grade
all of the students’ homework assignments. This often allows for more homework problems to
be assigned in order for students to receive more practice with the material, as the professor does
not have to worry about finding the time to grade and give feedback to each and every student
(Titus, 2000). This extra time can be used towards office hours in order to assist those students
who are struggling in class and need one-on-one help, which could lead to a better understanding
of course materials by these students who seek help. However, this could also result in more
students attending each office hour session, which could limit the amount of help each student is
able to receive from the professor.
WebAssign allows for multiple-part questions to be assigned. Each problem is able to be
a different type of question, such as multiple choice or fill in. As it was developed by teachers,
the grading engine, though complex, was designed to grade “more like a real professor, and less
like a computer program” by understanding and interacting with mathematical language
(Cengage Learning, 2020c). For example, a student may correctly answer one part of a question,
but incorrectly answer another part. If the student has more than one attempt to produce the
correct answer, he or she is then able to find his or her mistake in the part that was missed; and
even if he or she does not come up with the correct result, points will be received for the part of
the question that was answered correctly, allowing for partial credit. Figure 2 below illustrates
this partial credit in Question 4, as the student only received 0.2 of the total points possible.
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Figure 2

Cheating is often a concern many professors have when dealing with homework. With
WebAssign allowing multiple tries to solve each question if the professor chooses, the software
features a randomization option that results in problems showing “different values to each
student” which leads to “each question [having] a different numerical solution”, thereby reducing
cheating (Cengage Learning, 2020b). By activating this setting, students are unable to simply
copy one another’s homework, as each student has a slightly different question. The problems
themselves are similar, they just feature different numerical values to make sharing the final
answer with classmates impossible.
WebAssign has special features tailored to different mathematical functions and
equations. A calcPad or mathPad offers students with the ability to use different functions, such
as square root or logarithmic, as well as operations and symbols that are frequently used in
mathematics. Trigonometric and Greek options are also available. These options allow for
different types of problems to be assigned and for students to use the correct notations taught in
class for homework.
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Pearson’s MyMathLab
MyMathLab is another widely used software learning program for mathematics. Online
courses are available and align with Pearson textbooks, providing “study plan[s] for each
chapter” in order to aid students in “organizing their ideas and the concepts they learned in class”
(Zogheib et al., 2015). As MyMathLab is specific for Pearson textbooks, an access code is
required to use the software program. This code can be purchased with the course textbook or
separately (Zogheib et al., 2015). Along with the online course, an e-book is also at the students’
disposal.
MyMathLab offers multiple different features and aids to students. As students complete
exercises, they are provided with “guided solutions, sample problems, and extra help” as well as
“helpful feedback when [students] enter incorrect answers” (Pearson, 2020a). Students have
access to the e-book, as well as videos to further aid their learning and understanding of the
material. The homework assignments allow for an unlimited number of attempts, regenerating
problems until the correct answer is obtained (Zogheib et al., 2015). This repetition allows
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students to practice problems over and over again until the course material is fully understood.
Figure 5 below offers an example of feedback provided to a student after submitting an incorrect
answer.

Figure 5

Another important feature of MyMathLab is personalization. Homework assignments are
tailored to individuals, rather than the class as a whole. By analyzing each student’s
performance on online tests and quizzes, MyMathLab creates homework questions that focus on
“the concepts they have not yet mastered” (Serhan, 2014). This uniqueness benefits students, as
they are able to focus on the material they are struggling with rather than a general assortment of
questions. This also decreases cheating, as each student has different homework problems. This
feature is particularly useful during the assessment of students through quizzes and exams.
MyMathLab allows professors to create a course that fits with the material taught in their
classroom. Homework assignments can be personalized, as mentioned above, or professors may
9

create companion study plan assignments that students are required to attempt before completing
a test or quiz (Pearson, 2020b). This allows professors to choose the types of problems students
are required to complete, as well as guarantee they are receiving extra practice where it is
needed.
MyMathLab also provides professors with a quick and easy way to see which topics are
causing the most trouble for students. A “comprehensive gradebook with enhanced reporting
functionality” provides professors with insight as to “which students are struggling, and which
topics they struggle with most” (Pearson, 2020b). If multiple students are seen to be struggling
with the same topic, the professor may spend more class time reviewing this material. Figure 6
illustrates how this gradebook appears to professors.

Figure 6
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Similar to WebAssign, MyMathLab features specific tools designed for mathematics.
Students are able to access functions such as the absolute value function, charts such as pie or bar
charts, graphs, and number lines. Students are able to “graph 3-point quadratic functions, 4-point
cubic graphs, and transformations” (Pearson, 2020c). A multitude of types of questions are also
available. Professors are able to assign short answer, multiple choice, or even essay questions.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the different math objects available and the different types of graphs
students are able to create.

Pros and Cons
Moving away from individual software programs, this technology as a whole has many
benefits as well as drawbacks. These conditions apply to almost all of the different technological
software used for mathematics courses, as well as other subjects. When determining if online
homework should be implemented into more classrooms, it is important to focus not only on the
positive side, but also the negative. This will help determine how technological software should
be handled in the future.
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One advantage of technological software used in the classroom and for homework is it
allows students to learn not only the subject material, but more about technology as well. Today,
“many jobs involve the use of computers and other technological devices” (Royls English Fudge,
n.d.). Introducing software that can be used for math homework offers students experience that
can aid them in the future as they search for jobs. By completing homework online through
systems such as WebAssign and MyMathLab, students become more familiar with how to solve
mathematical problems online with computers.
Another advantage of technology use in mathematics is accessibility. Students do not
have to worry about losing an assignment and being unable to turn in work they completed
because homework assignments will be accessible online (Poh, 2017). This could also prevent
students from using excuses such as losing or having their dog eat their homework. Students are
also able to view the solutions to homework problems even after turning the assignment in,
rather than having to wait for the professor to grade and return it (Griggs, 2000). This allows
students to look back at their previously completed work while studying or working on new
homework assignments. Reading materials and digital libraries are also available online at any
time, regardless of whether or not the campus library is open (Poh, 2017). As long as students
have an Internet connection, they are able to access their needed materials. This also means
textbooks do not have to be carried around as long as an online textbook is available and at one’s
disposal.
While accessibility can be advantageous, it can also serve as a disadvantage. In order to
complete assignments online, “students need access to a networked computer” (Titus, 2000).
Without access, a student will not be able to complete an assignment. This means that if one
does not have a computer at their home or an Internet connection, they must go somewhere
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where these are accessible to them, be it a campus computer lab or a library. This could be
difficult depending on when a student is available to travel to such a place and the hours the
location is open. This may put students who are not as financially stable at a disadvantage
compared to richer students who have “better access to a range of technology” (Rolys English
Fudge, n.d.). This could add additional stress to a student’s life that would not occur if
homework was assigned from a textbook or a worksheet handed out in class.
Another disadvantage of technological software is the cost. In order to be used for
homework for a specific course, there is an access code that must be purchased. The code may
be attained with the purchase of a new textbook for the class or separately (Pearson Education,
2011). The price does vary depending on the course and whether or not the textbook is
purchased with the code. However, classes that do not use this technology for online homework
would not have this additional cost. Access codes “are not interchangeable between classes” and
they “can only be used once” (Cengage Learning, n.d.). This means that for every course a
student enrolls in where online homework is assigned through this software, a separate access
code will need to be bought. This could serve to be a financial hindrance and may even result in
students being unable to purchase a code for a class, making them unable to complete the online
homework.

Previous Experiments and Surveys
In an experiment conducted by Dr. John Richard Griggs at North Carolina State
University, the effects of WebAssign homework assignments on students’ achievements in a
calculus course were studied. Obtaining an experimental group to complete homework
assignments on WebAssign and a control group to complete homework out of a textbook, he
concluded that “the overall achievement is not harmed by using WebAssign” (Griggs, 2000).
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The study was conducted over a 15-week course, with the only difference between the calculus
sections being the submission of the homework.
Griggs found that there was not a significant difference between the average test, exam,
and final scores between those who did use WebAssign for homework assignments and those
who did not. However, for certain homework assignments, there were significant differences
(Griggs, 2000). Despite these differences, the final average grade for homework was not
significantly affected. Student interviews revealed that most of the students who used
WebAssign confessed that it helped them understand and retain the course material (Griggs,
2000). The instant feedback and ability to have multiple submission attempts were major
contributors to students being able to learn the material on WebAssign.
Another survey included over 20,000 students from a STEM -- science, technology,
engineering, or mathematics -- major. The purpose of this survey was to record students’
“perceptions of using WebAssign as a testing tool” (Serhan, 2014). Students were asked to share
their own opinions on the software and how its use affected their grades and their learning
experience. The results showed that 85% of students felt that there was a positive influence on
their exam grades when using WebAssign, and 73% considered the software program easy to use
(Serhan, 2014). A majority of the students perceived WebAssign’s testing tool to be useful.
Yet another study was conducted to determine the motivation levels of students when
using online homework. The investigation was based on students in a College Algebra course.
It was found that “students were motivated to complete more homework” and that some students
believed online homework “increased their mathematical understanding” (Serhan, 2014). This
particular study did not reveal whether or not grades were affected positively or negatively by
the use of technological software. However, it did confirm students were more likely to
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complete the homework assignments if they were assigned online rather than pencil and paper
assignments.

The University of Akron Survey and Results
At The University of Akron, two separate anonymous surveys were created to collect
information on perceptions of the two main technological software used in math courses on
campus: WebAssign and MyMathLab. The first survey was created for mathematics professors
at The University of Akron (see Appendix A). The second survey was created for The
University of Akron students who have taken math courses (see Appendix B).
While examining the results of the survey, one must keep in mind possible errors that
could have occurred. One possible such error could be respondents not answering completely
honestly, even though they were informed that the surveys were anonymous. For example, one
question in the student survey asked if one had ever looked up the answers to homework
questions or shared answers with fellow classmates. Students may have been tempted to lie
because they did not want to admit to cheating, resulting in false data and incorrect conclusions.
The overall results of the surveys will be discussed in the following pages.
Professors
First, the results of the survey provided to the professors will be examined. The total
number of responses was 11 math professors. Of these 11 professors, 7 had used WebAssign for
assigning homework, while only 4 had used MyMathLab. In general, the professors preferred
using WebAssign and MyMathLab for homework assignments rather than homework assigned
out of a textbook or from a worksheet. In fact, 72.7% of professors preferred using technological
software, while only 9.1% stated they would rather not use them. The graph in Figure 9
illustrates these results.
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Figure 9

Another finding in the professor survey was that The University of Akron math
professors prefer WebAssign to MyMathLab. It was also discovered that more professors had
used WebAssign for assigning homework rather than using MyMathLab, as mentioned above.
WebAssign had a higher average rating score, at a 7.40 out of 10, while the mean MyMathLab
rating was 7.17. However, MyMathLab did have a maximum rating of 10 out of 10, while the
highest WebAssign rating was only a 9. This was based on a 1 to 10 scale, with 10 being the
maximum rating. Regardless, WebAssign did have a slightly higher average, indicating more
mathematics professors at the University of Akron would rather use WebAssign for homework
assignments over MyMathLab.
Table 1

The majority of courses taught in which professors assign homework on WebAssign
and/or MyMathLab appear to be underclassmen courses. Professors teaching Analytic Calculus
I, II, and III were the most likely to use WebAssign for homework. Other calculus courses, such
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as Calculus with Business Applications and Pre-Calculus, were also taught using WebAssign.
MyMathLab was mainly incorporated into Calculus and Algebra courses, such as Algebra for
Calculus and Intermediate Algebra. These courses are largely designed for underclassmen. The
upperclassmen courses of Linear Algebra, Differential Equations, Abstract Algebra, and
Advanced Calculus rarely, if ever, included online homework.
Online homework also seemed to affect the amount of work professors had to complete.
Over half of the professors admitted to WebAssign and/or MyMathLab decreasing the amount of
work they had throughout the semester. A few professors felt the online homework did not
change their workload. It should be noted, though, that not one professor answered that online
homework increased their workload for a course. This could be a major reason most professors
seemed to prefer using WebAssign and MyMathLab over written homework out of a textbook or
on a worksheet.
Table 2

The amount of homework a professor assigned in a semester course also seemed to affect
their preferred medium for assignments. Generally, the professors who assigned a lot of
homework in one semester tended to enjoy using technological software. This is most likely due
to the software grading the homework without the professor having to check each individual
student’s homework. As mentioned above, the majority of professors admitted to WebAssign
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and MyMathLab decreasing their workload. Professors who assign homework online are able to
increase the number of assignments without increasing their workload too much, if it all, as the
software grades the work immediately.

Figure 10

The professors who had taught courses using technological software in the past year
tended to rate them higher than those who had not. This is not a surprise, as the professors are
able to decide whether or not they want to assign homework online or on paper when creating
their course. That being said, professors who taught a course using WebAssign in the Spring
2019 semester tended to rate it higher than those who did not, while the MyMathLab ratings
were much closer between those who had taught a course using MyMathLab in the Spring 2019
semester and those who did not. In fact, the highest MyMathLab rating came from a professor
who did not use the software in the Spring 2019 semester.
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Figure 11

Figure 12

In the survey, professors were asked not only about their own experiences with online
homework, but how they have seen it affect their students. 63.6% of professors stated that
students were more likely to turn in a homework assignment late if it was assigned on paper
rather than online. 45.5% also admitted that incomplete assignments were more likely for
written homework than homework assigned on WebAssign or MyMathLab. As mentioned
earlier, online homework tended to decrease a professor’s workload, and 72.7% of professors
agreed that grading was easier for online homework compared to pencil and paper homework.
Online homework can affect professors differently than students. When asked if they
would have preferred using online homework when they were a student, there were mixed
results. Those who preferred using online homework as a professor were more likely to have
said they would have also preferred it as a student. In fact, the only professors who stated they
would have liked online homework as a student were those who preferred it to teach. It is also
worth noting that a very low percentage would have liked using Pearson MyMathLab, while a
much larger percentage would have been interested in WebAssign. However, 25% of professors
who prefer using WebAssign and/or MyMathLab as a professor stated they would have rather
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had homework assigned on pencil and paper as a student. The next section will discuss The
University of Akron students survey results.
Table 3

Students
The second survey was designed for students at The University of Akron who have
enrolled in math courses on the campus. A total of 80 students responded to the survey. Among
these students, there were freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors, graduate students, and even
high school college credit plus students. The majors of these students were varied as well,
including – but not limited to -- mathematics, statistics, engineering, and computer science.
Similar to the professor survey, the student survey collected information about the use of
technological software in mathematics courses at the university.

Figure 13
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At The University of Akron, more students tended to use WebAssign compared to
MyMathLab. This matches the results from the professor survey. This is logical, as students do
not select whether or not to use software for homework, but simply complete what professors
assign. With more professors using WebAssign for math courses, it only makes sense that there
would be more students who use WebAssign as well.
Overall, WebAssign had a slightly higher rating among students compared to
MyMathLab. Both WebAssign and MyMathLab had a minimum rating of 1 and a maximum
rating of 10 on a 1 to 10 scale. The mode for WebAssign was an 8 compared to only a 5 for
MyMathLab. The average rating for WebAssign was 5.712 compared to a 5.000 rating for
MyMathLab. Both of these ratings are lower than the corresponding average rating scores
among professors by almost 2 rating points.
Table 4

Figure 14

Figure 15
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The year of school a student was currently in also had an impact on the method they
preferred to use for completing homework. More freshmen preferred completing homework on
WebAssign than students in any other year of school. Conversely, more seniors preferred pencil
and paper for homework assignments. More underclassmen than upperclassmen preferred using
Pearson MyMathLab, as two-thirds of those who claimed Pearson was their favorite medium for
completing homework were either in their freshman or sophomore year of school. These results
can be seen in the pie charts in Figure 16.

Figure 16

Typically, online homework is assigned in courses taken by underclassmen, while
upperclassmen do not have courses using this software. This coincides with the results from the
professor survey, as the courses professors taught using WebAssign or MyMathLab were classes
often designed for underclassmen. As mentioned above, underclassmen were more likely to
prefer online homework compared to upperclassmen. This could indicate that students enrolled
in a course where online homework is required are more likely to favor the technology than
students completing homework assignments on pencil and paper for their math classes.
In the survey, students were asked if they had been enrolled in a course during the Spring
2019 semester in which online homework was assigned. Those who used WebAssign were more
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likely to want more courses using WebAssign compared to those who did not. 53.8% of students
enrolled in a course assigning homework on WebAssign wanted more courses with online
assignments compared to only 28.4% of students not enrolled in such a course. This differs from
students enrolled in a course using MyMathLab, as only 14.3% who had been in a course in the
Spring 2019 semester wanted more courses with MyMathLab. This is slightly less than students
not enrolled in a course featuring MyMathLab, as 17.8% of those students wanted more
MyMathLab courses. These results are significantly less than those favoring WebAssign, which
is to be expected due to more students in general preferring WebAssign to MyMathLab.
Table 5

Table 6

One focus of the survey was determining how students completed online versus written
homework. When asked if they used Google to find answers to homework questions, more
students who had completed both online and written homework for courses admitted to doing so
for written homework more often than they did for online homework. Similarly, more students
said they shared answers to written homework compared to online homework, both giving and
receiving answers. This may indicate that online homework could help curb cheating, as
students were more likely to Google and share homework answers assigned out of a textbook or
given on a worksheet than they were for WebAssign or MyMathLab homework.
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Technological software offers many different features, such as explanation videos and
practice problems, as discussed earlier. Students were asked which feature of WebAssign and
MyMathLab were their favorite. Tables 7 and 8 reveal the results. The table on the left includes
those who had never used the programs, while the one on the right includes only those who had
used them before. The preferred feature on WebAssign was the instant feedback, with practice
problems as the second favorite. However, for MyMathLab, the step-by-step examples were
favored, followed by instant feedback. The example problems for MyMathLab contained almost
half of the responses, while the WebAssign results were much more varied among the responses,
with the top three choices being within six percentage points from each other.
Table 7

Table 8

Decision Tree
A decision tree was created to determine which variables influence a student’s preference
for completing homework, with the options being online or pencil and paper. A decision tree is a
decision making method aimed to determine the optimal choice for the end result, in this case
preferring online homework or pencil and paper homework. The target category of interest was
preferring online homework. The final tree consisted of 3 terminal nodes and two levels. This is
a fairly small tree due to the size of the dataset being only 80 students. Due to the small sample
24

size, these results may be slightly anecdotal and there may not be enough information to make
general conclusions about WebAssign and MyMathLab preferences for all students, but it does
reveal the preferences of students at The University of Akron who had enrolled in mathematical
courses in the late 2010 era.
The algorithm used for this specific tree was the CHAID – Chi Square Automatic
Interaction Detection – Analysis. This method allows for the visualization of the relationship
between the binary target variable -- online homework -- and the related factors with a tree image
(see Figure 17). Cross validation was used while creating the decision tree. This divides the
sample into subsamples in order to generate tree models excluding data from each subsample in
turn to determine misclassification rates and how well the tree did in correctly classifying data.
The independent variables that were deemed important in determining preference for completing
homework were (1) whether or not a student wanted more courses that used WebAssign and (2)
whether or not they wanted more courses that used MyMathLab.
The decision tree did not reveal much, as the variables with the most influence were
whether or not a student wanted more courses with WebAssign and MyMathLab. Those who did
not want more WebAssign courses were predicted to prefer pencil and paper homework, as seen
in Node 1 in the decision tree in Figure 17 below. Students who did want more courses with
WebAssign but did not want more courses with MyMathLab were predicted to prefer online
homework, as seen in Node 3. Students who did want more courses with WebAssign and
MyMathLab were also predicted to prefer online assignments for completing homework by a
slim margin, as Node 4 shows.
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Figure 17
Table 9

Table 9 shows the different gains for the terminal nodes in the model. In this model, the
gain represents the percentage of total cases in the target category (preferring online homework)
in each terminal node. The response represents the percentage of cases in each node that fall
under the target category. Index represents the ratio of the node response percentage for the
target category compared to the overall target category response percentage for the entire dataset.
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Node 3 represents students who wanted more courses with WebAssign and did not want
more courses with MyMathLab. As seen in Table 9, the students who fell in this terminal node
had the highest response percentage, meaning they were the most likely to have preferred online
homework. These students were 3.810 times more likely to prefer online homework than the
overall, as shown by the index.
Node 4 represents students who wanted more courses with WebAssign and wanted more
courses with MyMathLab. Students in this node had a response rate of 53.8%, meaning 53.8%
of the students preferred online homework. They were also 2.051 times more likely to prefer
online homework than the overall.
Node 1 represents students who did not want more courses with WebAssign. Only 1.9%
of students in this node preferred online homework compared to pencil and paper homework
from a textbook or worksheet. This terminal node had students prefer online homework at a rate
of 92.9% lower compared to the overall amount.
Table 10

In the model, the specificity was 89.8%, while the sensitivity was 95.2%. This means
that the model correctly predicted those who did not actually prefer online homework 89.8% of
the time, and correctly predicted 95.2% of students who did actually prefer online homework.
Overall, the model correctly predicted a student’s preference for completing homework 91.3% of
the time, meaning the model did work fairly well.
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Figure 18

Figure 18 is the graph of the gain, sorted from most likely to prefer online homework to
least likely. The top 20% of students, listed on the X-axis, contains about 70% of all of the
students who prefer online homework, as seen by following the top line of the graph.

Figure 19

Figure 19 is a line chart of cumulative percentile response. It is sorted from most likely
to prefer online homework to least likely. The top 30% of students yielded a response rate of
80%.
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Figure 20

Figure 20 is the graph of the index, once again sorted from most likely to prefer online
homework to least likely. The top 30% of students perform 3 times better in response rate than
the overall.
Table 11

Table 11 indicates how often the model predicted a result incorrectly. As shown, this
only occurred 8.8% of the time, meaning the model was fairly successful in predicting whether
or not a student preferred online homework assignments. Due to the cross-validation risk
estimate equaling the risk estimate for the entire dataset, the model is not overfitted to the data.
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Professors vs Students
Overall, professors appear to prefer online homework assigned on technological software
such as WebAssign and MyMathLab more than students. While there were some students who
enjoyed completing homework online, the vast majority stated they were inclined to completing
homework the old-fashioned way of pencil and paper.
In the surveys, students were offered a chance to comment on the usage of technological
software for mathematics homework. One student stated they did not mind online homework,
but preferred paper submission due to “the act of writing it out [being] useful.” Another student
commented on the computational component of mathematical homework. He or she stated that
completing math homework online “only checks that you computed an answer correctly, and
doesn’t take into account the process which may have been correct.” A student could make a
computational error while solving a problem, resulting in an incorrect answer that is marked as
wrong by the software program online, while they could have received partial credit for pencil
and paper homework if a professor saw they had been using the correct method with just a
calculation error.
While some students commented on why they were impartial to pencil and paper
homework, others revealed why they preferred online homework. One student declared that they
enjoyed “the ability to see many problems [and] their answers” as well as videos showing certain
aspects of how to complete a problem, compared to paper and pencil homework “with no
immediate feedback” and receiving “a grade a week later.” Other students agreed that having
multiple ways of explaining the material was beneficial to their learning experience. Others still
admitted that while they did not prefer online homework, they believed it did make grading
easier for professors.
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Professors were also offered a chance to comment on WebAssign and MyMathLab usage
in the classroom. One professor stated he or she had been told by students that “once they get
over the initial learning curve frustration of the software, they like the immediate knowledge of
their answer being correct.” Professors also believed online homework benefitted the students.
Without the ability to copy answers out of the back of the book, students are more likely to learn
the material themselves.
There were also comments on how this technology benefited the professors themselves.
One professor admitted online homework increased their workload “prior to the semester to get
the course set up” but it was “balanced by the reduced time throughout the semester” from not
having to “grade each homework assignment.” By having the software grade homework
problems, the amount of work for professors is decreased, as noted above. One professor said
they preferred a “combination of Webassign for homework grades supplemented by weekly
quizzes on the same material.” This allows for professors to ensure students are understanding
the material presented to them through online homework.

Conclusion
Technological software is becoming more commonplace in the classroom as the years go
on, specifically in mathematics courses. This software aids in curbing cheating among students.
This statement is supported by The University of Akron student survey, as more students
admitted to Googling answers and sharing answers with classmates when assigned homework on
pencil and paper rather than online. Accessibility can serve as both a benefit and a hindrance,
depending on one’s ability to find and use a device with an Internet connection. While cost
could possibly be a drawback of this software, textbooks are also quite expensive and, when
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asked in the survey, very few students at The University of Akron declared access code costs
were an issue when enrolling in a course using WebAssign or MyMathLab.
Software programs offer many different features to aid both professors and students.
With the ability to customize questions and view the progress of students individually and as a
whole, professors are able to attain beneficial information to guarantee students are receiving the
best education possible. With step-by-step practice problems, example videos, and instant
feedback, students are provided extra material to aid them in learning. For mathematics, specific
features are available with the capability to create graphs, access functions such as square root,
and use basic mathematical operations.
Generally, professors seem to rate technological software higher than students. This
could be due to the fact that for students, online homework is still work they must complete,
while for professors, online homework typically reduces the amount of work they have over the
course of the semester. Of the software normally incorporated into math courses at The
University of Akron, WebAssign was rated higher than MyMathLab by both students and
professors.
Technological software appears to have both benefits and hindrances, though as
technology advances, some of these drawbacks could be improved and fixed. As students and
professors become more accustomed to such software, the use of it could increase in the
classroom setting, both in class and out of class for homework assignments. Overall, there is still
work to be done for implementing online homework into more math courses, but as Couros
stated, in the hands of great teachers, technological software could indeed be transformational.
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Figures
Figure 1 (WebAssign, 2020a)
Figure 2 (WebAssign, 2020b)
Figure 3 (WebAssign, n.d.a)
Figure 4 (WebAssign, n.d.b)
Figure 5 (Pearson, 2020d)
Figure 6 (Pearson, 2020f)
Figure 7 (Pearson, 2015)
Figure 8 (Pearson, 2020e)
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Appendix A
This survey was created for mathematics professors at The University of Akron. The
survey was anonymous. Its purpose was to collect information on professors’
perceptions of the two main technological software used in math courses on campus:
WebAssign and MyMathLab.

WebAssign and Pearson (MyMathLab)
A survey on the use of online assignments in math courses
* Required

How many math courses have you taught in which you assigned homework on
WebAssign? *
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Other:

Which math courses have you taught in which WebAssign was used? *
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

] Algebra for Calculus
] PreCalculus
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus I
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus II
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus III
] Advanced Calculus
] Linear Algebra
] Differential Equations
] Abstract Algebra
] Discrete Mathematics
] Fundamentals of Advanced Mathematics
] Theory of Numbers
] Complex Variables
] Other:
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How would you rate your experience with WebAssign?
hated it
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
loved it

How many math courses have you taught in which you assigned homework on
Pearson (MyMathLab)? *
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Other:

Which math courses have you taught in which Pearson was used? *
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

] Algebra for Calculus
] PreCalculus
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus I
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus II
] Analytic Geometry - Calculus III
] Advanced Calculus
] Linear Algebra
] Differential Equations
] Abstract Algebra
] Discrete Mathematics
] Fundamentals of Advanced Mathematics
] Theory of Numbers
] Complex Variables
] Other:
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How would you rate your experience with Pearson?
hated it
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
loved it

How did using WebAssign/Pearson for homework affect your workload? *
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

it decreased my workload
it did not change my workload
it increased my workload
I have never used WebAssign/Pearson

Did you teach a course in which you used WebAssign in the Spring 2019 semester? *
( ) yes
( ) no

Did you teach a course in which you used Pearson in the Spring 2019 semester? *
( ) yes
( ) no

On average, how many homework assignments did you assign during the Spring 2019
semester? (for one class, not all of your courses combined) *
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Other:
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If you have used WebAssign/Pearson as well as pencil and paper assignments before,
please select all that apply.
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

Students are more likely to turn in assignments late online vs on paper
Students are less likely to turn in assignments late online vs on paper
Incomplete assignments are more common online vs on paper
Incomplete assignments are less common online vs on paper
I have had students tell me they did not have wifi/internet and were thus unable to complete
an online assignment
] It is easier to calculate homework grades when using WebAssign/Pearson rather than pencil
and paper
] It is harder to calculate homework grades when using WebAssign/Pearson rather than pencil
and paper
] I have had students drop a class due to their inability to pay the cost of the
WebAssign/Pearson access code
] I have seen greater student improvement throughout the semester when using
WebAssign/Pearson rather than pencil and paper
] I have seen less student improvement throughout the semester when using
WebAssign/Pearson rather than pencil and paper
] none of these apply

As a student, do you think you would have preferred using WebAssign/Pearson? *
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

yes - I would have liked WebAssign
yes - I would have liked Pearson
yes - I would have like both WebAssign and Pearson
no - I prefer pencil and paper
indifferent

How likely are you to use WebAssign in the future? *
extremely unlikely
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
extremely likely
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How likely are you to use Pearson in the future? *
extremely unlikely
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
extremely likely

Overall, do you prefer to use WebAssign/Pearson in the courses you teach? *
( ) yes
( ) no
( ) no preference

Any additional comments you have about WebAssign, Pearson MyMathLab, or online
homework and assignments in general, please leave below.
Your answer

Submit
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Appendix B
This survey was created for students at The University of Akron who have taken math
courses at the university. The survey was anonymous. Its purpose was to collect
information on students’ perceptions of WebAssign and MyMathLab, two of the main
technological software used in math courses at Akron.

WebAssign and Pearson (MyMathLab)
This survey is anonymous so please answer honestly!
* Required

What is your major? *
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

mathematics (pure/applied)
engineering (chemical, mechanical, electrical, civil, etc)
statistics
math education
computer science
Other:

What is your current year in school? *
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate Student
High School/College Credit Plus Student

Have you ever used WebAssign for a math course? *
( ) yes
( ) no

If yes, how would you rate your experience using WebAssign?
hated it
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
loved it
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Have you ever used Pearson (MyMathLab) for a math course? *
( ) yes
( ) no

If yes, how would you rate your experience using Pearson?
hated it
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
loved it

Were you enrolled in a course that used WebAssign in the Spring 2019 semester? *
( ) yes
( ) no

Were you enrolled in a course that used Pearson in the Spring 2019 semester? *
( ) yes
( ) no

If you have used WebAssign/Pearson, what year of school were you in at the time?
Select all that apply.
[
[
[
[
[
[

] Freshman
] Sophomore
] Junior
] Senior
] Graduate Student
] High School/College Credit Plus Student

What is your favorite feature on WebAssign? *
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

practice problems
instant feedback
explanation videos
easy access
I have never used WebAssign
Other:
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What is your favorite feature on Pearson? *
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

step-by-step examples
instant feedback
tutorials
videos
accessibility
I have never used Pearson
Other:

Check off all that apply: *
[ ] I have missed a WebAssign/Pearson assignment due date because my internet/wifi was not
working
[ ] I have used Google to find the answers to my WebAssign/Pearson homework problems
[ ] I have shared answers with a classmate on WebAssign/Pearson homework
[ ] I have been given answers from a classmate on WebAssign/Pearson homework
[ ] I have completed an example question for a WebAssign/Pearson problem and then copied the
work for my own problem without understanding it
[ ] I have had an answer marked as incorrect on WebAssign/Pearson for something that should
have been correct
[ ] I have had WebAssign/Pearson problems unlike anything that had been taught in class and
had not known how to complete them
[ ] I have not taken/dropped out of a course that required WebAssign/Pearson due to the online
access code cost
[ ] None of these apply

Check off all that apply: *
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

I have missed a written assignment due date because I forgot/misplaced my textbook
I have used Google to find the answers to my textbook homework problems
I have shared answers with a classmate on textbook homework
I have been given answers from a classmate on textbook homework
I have looked up the answers in the back of the book and copied it down for my own
homework without understanding it
[ ] I have had a professor mark an answer wrong for something that should have been right on
textbook homework
[ ] I have had homework problems assigned out of the book unlike anything that had been taught
in class and had not known how to complete them
[ ] None of these apply

When completing WebAssign and/or Pearson homework and quizzes, how do you
solve the problems? *
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

pencil and paper
online (one note, notepad, etc)
in your head
you look up the answers and copy them down
none of the above
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If you have completed homework assignments both online (WebAssign and/or
Pearson) and from a textbook, which one is easier to find answers to (Chegg, Google
search, etc)?
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

online homework
textbook homework
they are the same
I have never tried to look up the answers before

Is collaboration on homework easier or harder online? *
( ) easier - if one person submits an answer, the other can wait to see the correct answer before
submitting their own
( ) harder - everyone has different questions
( ) collaboration levels are the same
( ) I do not collaborate with others on homework assignments

Would you like more math courses to use WebAssign for homework? *
( ) yes
( ) no

Would you like more math courses to use Pearson for homework? *
( ) yes
( ) no

Do you prefer homework assignments to be completed on WebAssign, Pearson, or
pencil and paper? *
( ) WebAssign
( ) Pearson
( ) Pencil and Paper

Any additional comments you have about WebAssign, Pearson MyMathLab, or online
homework and assignments in general, please leave below.
Your answer

Submit
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